Towards effective science-industry co-creation

Our perspective to Co-Creation
Who we are

• Founded in 1999 by Rafael del Pino y Moreno.
• With the aim of creating value for the Spanish society by supporting excellence, individual freedom, leadership, entrepreneurial spirit and innovation.

• Our mission
  • To train Spanish leaders
  • To contribute to the development of Communities of Value of excellence, that engage in the challenges facing our society
  • To strengthen the national innovation system by assuming the role of knowledge brokers that bridge existing gaps between different communities
  • To co-create and diffuse knowledge about socioeconomic issues that affect our country and its future
1. Creation of a **space** of individual freedom and **trust** that connects the talent of the civil society
2. Increasing the chance of productive connectivity and **opportunities for co-creation**
3. Support of current and future **talent**
4. Detecting **areas of common interest** for collaboration
Activities

Leadership trainings in Spain and abroad

Development of “Ba” and CoV

Knowledge creation and diffusion

Economic analysis of Law
Harvard Law School

Global leadership
Harvard Kennedy School of Government

International economics
Real Colegio Complutense en Harvard

The future of government
Christ Church College

Frontiers of innovation and Entrepreneurship
MIT Sloan

Management research
London School of Economics & Political Science
Justice, Law and Economics
London School of Economics & Political Science

Global civil society
Harvard Kennedy School of Government

Nuevas iniciativas en 2019 con el MIT, gestión del talento y OXFORD, periodismo y comunicación.
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Key co-creation initiatives

Co-creating innovation to solve societal challenges


Key co-creation initiatives

Co-creating innovation to solve societal challenges


Hyperlink talent & opportunities = hack serendipity.

People need excuses to connect not new channels

Empower Massive Community-Driven Collaboration
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Thank you for your interest!